
Parashat Korach 

 

Dear Friends, 

 

Parshat Korach is a very political Torah portion.  For modern, enlightened people 

(us?) it is very confusing.  Korach is questioning the theocratic leadership of Moses 

and Aaron.  This is, perhaps, the first social democratic protest in history (unless the 

uprising and exodus of slaves from Egypt is seen as such a protest). 

 

Korach's main argument was: "You have taken too much! All Israel are holy, every 

one of them, and the LORD is in their midst. How dare you raise yourselves above the 

assembly of the LORD?' (Numbers 16:3) 

 

This is a powerful argument!  We are all holy!  There is a divine spark in each of us. 

 Why, then, do you act superior? 

 

But wait - it gets better: "Is it a small thing that thou have brought us up out of a land 

flowing with milk and honey, to kill us all in the wilderness, and then you also place 

yourself as a prince over us? Moreover, you have not brought us into a land flowing 

with milk and honey, nor given us an inheritance of fields and vineyards… No, we 

will not come up.' (Numbers  16:13-14) 

 

Two arguments are put forth here.  From a traditional standpoint, it is entirely clear 

why Korach is the villain in this story.  But to the modern reader Korach's arguments 

sound so familiar!  The first argument is: You took us out of a land of milk and honey 

(Egypt, of course…)!  You fooled us. You lied to us.  You tricked us.  We followed 

you, and now we understand we were led astray!  The second argument derives from 

the first: You promised us that if we only left Egypt and followed you into the desert, 

things would be good, great even; that we would finally find a home for ourselves in 

the world. And now, here we are, and we don't even have a field to till!  We are not 

asking you for welfare, we are willing to work hard, just as we did in Egypt, but we 

don't even have land which we can work on.  None of the promises you made when 

you convinced us to leave Egypt have been fulfilled.  Moses and Aaron, you failed!  

Now please make way for new, more worthy leadership! 

 

Does this sound familiar?  Did we not make similar declarations in public squares not 

so long ago?  Are we not disappointed time and again from our leaders who offer us 

dazzling election promises and then fail to deliver?  Do we not feel a bit tricked even 

now?   

 

George Orwell wrote a classic about this phenomenon. He called it "Animal Farm." 

He was mistaken only in one thing – animals don't behave that way – they do not 

make promises, they do not lie, they do not deceive.  No, it should have read "The 

Human Farm". Or, let's be honest… "Our Farm". 

 

Our Sages taught us that the dispute between Moses and Korach is not about 

leadership, but rather about the essence of argumentation. The following quote is very 

familiar, and is always used in connection with this Parsha, and yet, after 2,200 years 

it still so obscure: "Every dispute that is for the sake of heaven will endure, and every 

dispute that is not for the sake of heaven, will not endure. What is a dispute for the 



sake of heaven? The (on-going) dispute between Hillel and Shamai.  What dispute is 

not for the sake of heaven?  That of Korach and his followers." (Pirkei Avot 5:17) 

 

OK… great examples… but if I want to examine my disputes in light of this ancient 

insight, what exactly is a dispute "for the sake of heaven" and what is not?   

 

I wish to offer a possible answer to this timeless question.  I intentionally gave Korach 

credit for his arguments and claims (see above), because I wanted to emphasize that 

his sin, for which he paid a horrific price, is not as clear as it first appears.  As 

mentioned above, to modern ears Korach's claims are very reasonable and certainly 

very familiar, and therefore must be "for the sake of Heaven."  Our entire democratic 

system is based on his logic. Yet, if our Sages are right, and these claims are not "for 

the sake of heaven" at all, then possibly many of our disputes (or perhaps even all of 

them…) are more like Korach's disputes. Are any of our disputes anything like those 

of Hillel and Shamai? Furthermore, even when we are convinced that we are right and 

that our motives are pure -- as I am sure Korach really believed his were – this may 

not be the case at all!  

 

Do you remember the good old elections in the 50's, 60's, 70's,80's, and perhaps even 

in the 90's, how we used to drop the same note in the ballot box, election after 

election?  Do you remember how Israelis used to be either Right Wing or Left Wing?  

Do you remember how things used to be clear and simple?  There were the "good 

guys" and "the bad guys"' and we knew exactly who was who, and we also knew that 

we were the good guys, of course.  Thank God, this is no longer the case.  Few people 

today identify wholeheartedly with one political party.  We have come to understand 

that there is really no big difference between them. A liberal is usually a liberal when 

he is well protected within his comfort zone, and the conservative is usually 

conservative until it hits very close to home, or to one of his loved ones. 

 

A.D. Gordon, my spiritual teacher, taught Rachel, the poetess, a lesson in "right and 

wrong". And he lived and taught  at the height of the ideological era (the beginning of 

the 20
th

 century).  He said that a dispute that is NOT for the sake of heaven is an 

ideological one!  He argued that a dispute that is NOT for the sake of heaven is one 

that does NOT take the human being into account!  It is all too concerned with 

ideology and systems, but cannot see the Divine within with-in human beings beyond 

these ideals and rules.  In the realm of the human condition, he claimed, and in all that 

concerns Life itself, rules and ideologies, though certainly necessary and important, 

are a means to an end, and NOT for the sake of Heaven unto themselves. 

 

Indeed, Korach said so himself: everyone is holy, and everyone has a Divine spark 

within them.  However, he brought this true and precise statement to advance an 

agenda of gaining political clout and power, the kind that Orwell wrote about.  We 

read Moses' response to Korach's cynical claim several weeks ago, when it was 

brought to his attention that two men prophesized within the camp, against a clear 

Divine order. Joshua demanded that Moses have them jailed, but Moses responded: 

'Art thou jealous for my sake? would that all the LORD'S people were prophets, that 

the LORD would place His spirit upon them all!'(Numbers 11:29) 

 

The daughters of Tzlofchad stood before Moses and they, too, had demands, though 

different ones.  They did not seek power or clout. They asked to fulfill the human 



quest for continuity, and for that purpose requested that Moses bend the rules.  Moses, 

in his greatness, was able to do this!  He knew how to hear them.  Not them, actually, 

but the Divine speaking from within them.  He dared to take the more difficult path – 

to admit he didn't know what to decide, and then bend the Torah laws and allow for 

an entirely new answer to emerge.  He did this because those women standing in front 

of him took precedence over a set of rules or an ideology!  

 

We are privileged to live in the post-modern age, in which all of the various "isms" 

have collapsed.  They did so because they were not for the sake of heaven, as the 

Sages said.  True, in their place there is a tremendous vacuum and much confusion.  

But we need not fear confusion.  A vacuum also has tremendous advantages.  Out of 

the vacuum and confusion, out of the silence that follows a great collapse of world 

orders, we may sometimes be able to hear the "still silent voice".  If we are serious 

about "the entire people of Israel are holy and the divine dwells in them", then we 

may even hear that Divine voice through the doctrines of ideas, ideologies or egos.  

 

Listening to that still silent voice is the most difficult thing we will ever do, as leaders, 

as a movement, or as followers. It is much easier to live a life guided by a given 

ideology, or a clear torah (small "t" intended).  It is hard to hear that still silent voice – 

that inner voice of Being human. 

 

When our compass is all too clear, it apparently is not pointing us towards Heaven.  

The word compass in Hebrew (Matspen) comes from the same root as hidden, and 

even as North (Tsafon).  Our inner voice is quiet, unclear, stuttered, inarticulate, 

Divine. 

 

In the words of the Moses, "May all the LORD'S people be prophets. May the LORD 

place His spirit within them and dwell in their midst"! 

 

Elisha  


